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For website owners who want more or want to take advantage from their web host but

cannot manage to pay for those high prices. 

Then a virtual private server is an excellent middle ground solution between a dedicated
and shared hosting. It is good to stress that virtual private server hosts place lesser
websites on each server.

Meaning, you get to have more storage space and faster speeds for low-cost rates. So,
whether you are looking to start a business website or outgrowing shared hosting, a virtual
private server is undoubtedly worth considering.
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It is absolutely possible to get hosted on a virtual private server for an affordable price and
still enjoy helpful features from your provider. For a little help, here’s a list of 3 inexpensive
and affordable VPS hosting that are worth considering.

MilesWeb

MilesWeb is, for the most part, one of the popular web hosting providers in India. It has
been providing web hosting services since 2012.

MilesWeb’s objective, as to what they say, is to give a reliable, simple, and fast hosting
service to everyone. Undoubtedly, robust customer support is most probably one of its
significant merits.

They offer not only virtual private server hosting, but also reseller hosting, cloud hosting,
common hosting, and dedicated servers hosting. But take note that there are two kinds of
MilesWeb virtual private server hosting.
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So, firstly, the Linux VPS servers, which is managed or handled, and offered by Digital
ocean. The prices kicks off at $12 and the servers are situated in Toronto, Amsterdam,
Frankfurt, Singapore, Bangalore, London, San Francisco, and New York.

Recommended read: How To Create A Perfect Influencer Marketing Strategy?

The second type of MilesWeb VPS hosting is the Windows virtual private servers, which is
handled by KVM virtualization. And the servers are only situated in India. The prices kicks
off at $16.

Features:

Server by AWS and Digital ocean
Cpanel or Plesk
Free VPS Migration
SSD Storage
Cloud Infrastructure
Full Access to Root
Managed VPS
KVM Virtualization

DreamHost

With at least 400,000 customers, this web hosting provider has over twenty years of
business life. With this experience, DreamHost has achieved an excellent reputation. In
fact, WordPress.org officially recommends this hosting provider.

DreamHost offers cloud computing, dedicated servers, VPS hosting, WordPress, and
shared hosting. The DreamHost virtual private servers are only offered and managed on
Linux.

They guarantee 24/7 customer support, unlimited bandwidth, and 100 percent uptime. The
prices kicks off at $ 13.75.

Recommended read: Mobile Strategies: 5 Mobile Marketing Trends You Need to Know
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If you’re looking for a great virtual server to purchase, this hosting provider’s VPS hosting is
absolutely worth to consider. This is essentially true if you want to leverage WordPress as
they have a robust cooperation with CMS.

Features:

Ubuntu OS
Cheap Linux VPS hosting
SSD Server
Cloud Computing
Fully managed VPS servers
100% uptime guarantee
Specialized in WordPress
Unlimited bandwidth
24/7 customer support

1&1 IONOS

1&1 IONOS is located in the United States and started operating in 2003. Undoubtedly, it is
a web hosting provider with lots of experience in the field. They offer domain registration,
website builder, dedicated servers, VPS, website hosting, and many more.

For those people who want to purchase affordable VPS, 1&1 IONOS is most probably the
right option. The prices kicks off at $5. Moreover, operating systems can be Linux or
Windows. Also, you can select the server between Germany, Spain, and United States.

If you happen to be in Europe, Asia, or United States, this hosting provider is undoubtedly to
be helpful, with unlimited traffic and free SSL.

Features:

Data Centers in Spain, Germany, and United States
9% uptime
24/7 customer support
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Linux or Windows server
Free SSL certificate
Vmware Virtualization
Unlimited traffic
Full Access to Root

If you like it! Please share it! 

https://youtu.be/VvZ2ZcI9CGg
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